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Electrooptic investigations of enantiomeric mixtures of the

antiferroelectric liquid crystal TFMHPOBC

by JIAN-FENG LI, JONATHAN J. STOTT, ELIZABETH A. SHACK,
XIN-YI WANG² , ROLFE G. PETSCHEK and CHARLES ROSENBLATT*

Department of Physics, Case Western Reserve University, Cleveland,
Ohio 44106-7079, U.S.A.

YOSHI-ICHI SUZUKI

Central R & D Laboratory, Showa Shell Sekiyu Kabushiki Kaishi,
Kanagawa-ken, Japan

(Received 20 January 1997; accepted 14 March 1997 )

Measurements are reported for the polarization in the ordered phase, and for the tilt
susceptibility in the d̀isordered’ smectic A phase, of mixtures of left- and right-handed
enantiomers of TFMHPOBC. The tilt susceptibility was found to exhibit a critical exponent
c=1 2́0 Ô 0 0́5, and both its magnitude and the polarization were found to be nonmono-
tonic in enantiomeric excess X of S-TFMHPOBC. Their ratio, however, was found to be
approximately constant with X. Several possible explanations are examined.

1. Introduction The optically pure material is particularly useful for
studying the d̀isordered’ SmA to òrdered’ SmC*

A phaseLiquid crystals which exhibit an antiferroelectric phase
often exhibit ferroelectric and a variety of ferrielectric transition, as no intermediate ferroelectric or ferrielectric

phases are interposed between the SmA and lowers̀ubphases’ as well [1]. Understanding and exploiting
these subphases have been activities of wide interest temperature SmC*

A phases. Additionally, over a large
enantiomeric excess (ee) range of mixtures (S-during the past few years. The ® rst antiferro-

electric material, 4-(1-methylheptyloxy-carbonyl )phenyl TFMHPOBC+R-TFMHPOBC), what has been
thought to be a ferroelectric SmC*

A phase Ð which we4 ¾ -octyloxybiphenyl 4-carboxylate (MHPOBC) [2, 3]
was found to have several well-de® ned ferrielectric shall now refer to as a SmC*

x phase Ð intervenes between
the SmA and SmC*

A phases (see ® gure 2). The purposephases, as well as the antiferroelectric SmC*
A phase.

Although not fully characterized, one of these ferrielectric of this paper is to report on experiments at the transition
from the SmA phase to the SmC*

x phase as functions ofphases (the SmC*
a phase) apparently shows step-like

behaviour of the polarization versus both temperature temperature and enantiomeric excess. Our tilt suscepti-
bility and polarization results show anomalous behavi-and applied electric ® eld, reminiscent of the `Devil’s

Staircase’ [4]. Despite Ð and because ofÐ the richness our, which may suggest that the SmC*
x region actually

consists of several phases.of the phase diagram of MHPOBC, several inter-
esting phenomena cannot be observed. In consequence
other materials possessing purportedly simpler phase 2. Experimental
diagrams have been synthesized, among them 4-(1- A pair of indium± tin oxide (ITO) coated glass slides
tri¯ uoromethylhexyloxy-carbonyl )phenyl 4 ¾ -octyloxybi- was dipped in a mixture of nylon 6/6 and formic acid,
phenyl 4-carboxylate (TFMHPOBC, see ® gure 1) [5]. allowed to dry, then rubbed unidirectionally. The liquid

crystal cell was constructed by cementing together the
two slides, which were separated by Mylar spacers of
nominal thickness 12 5́ mm. The actual cell thickness was
determined to within Ô 1 mm by measuring the individual

Figure 1. The molecule TFMHPOBC.
glass thicknesses and the overall outer cell thickness
with a micrometer. Typical cell spacings were*Author for correspondence.
(15 Ô 1) mm. The cell was heated and then ® lled with the² Present address: Dept. of Polymer Engineering, University

of Akron, Akron, Ohio, U.S.A. TFMHPOBC mixture in the isotropic phase, and slowly

0267 ± 8292/97 $12 0́0 Ñ 1997 Taylor & Francis Ltd.
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256 J.-F. Li et al.

Figure 3. Tilt susceptibility versus temperature in the SmA
phase for sample X=0 1́7. T *= ( 113 8́9 Ô 0 0́2) ß C.

Figure 2. Schematic representation of phase diagram as
obtained from separate optical data. The transition
temperatures may vary slightly from that of ® gure 3 which introduces a small systematic error in the concen-as di� erent ovens were used.

tration axis of the ® gures.] As expected, the electroclinic
coe� cient x seems to diverge on approaching the temper-
ature T *. Although we cannot rule out a ® rst ordercooled into the SmA phase to avoid the appearance of

focal conic textures [6]; a clean bookshelf geometry was phase transition, T * seems to be a second order trans-
ition temperature, as data were obtained generally withinthus obtained. The cell was then transferred to an oven

that was temperature controlled to approximately 25 mK of T *. To examine the behaviour of x we per-
formed an algebraic ® t of x versus temperature (for all25 mK. In the electroclinic geometry [7], the beam from

a He± Ne laser, focused to a diameter <100 mm, was X ) to the form x=xot Õ c, where t ; (T Õ T *)/T*. As the
experimental error in log (x) was approximately constantincident perpendicular to the cell along the x axis and

polarized at an angle p/8 from the z axis in the yz-plane. with temperature, the actual ® t was to the form log x=
log xo Õ c log t. Each set of data typically comprisedAfter passing through a crossed polarizer, the beam

intensity was measured with a photodiode. Applying an between 1î and 2 decades of reduced temperature.
Figure 3 shows the best ® t for X=0 1́7, correspondinga.c. electric ® eld E across the sample along the x axis

changes the average polar tilt h [3E] of the director in to c= (1 2́0 Ô 0 0́5). To test the stability of the ® ts, we
used a range shrinking procedure for each set of data,the yz-plane. When such a tilt change occurs, there is a

concomitant change in the intensity dI at the detector, ® rst removing the point closest to T * and ® tting, then
the two closest points and ® tting, etc. Figure 4 showssuch that h=dI/4Io , where Io is the (much larger) d.c.

intensity. To measure the electroclinic coe� cient the ® tted values of c corresponding to the data in
® gure 3, where Tf inal corresponds to the temperature ofx[ ; dh/dE ], the a.c. voltage at frequency n=317 Hz was

ramped from 0 to 1 Vrms over 120 s and dI [3 applied the data point closest to T *. The susceptibility exponent
c seems to evolve slightly with the range of data beingvoltage] was measured with a lock-in ampli® er. The d.c.

detector output Io was measured simultaneously with a used for the ® t. Nevertheless, as this evolution is su� -
ciently small, several important issues arise (see below).d.c. voltmeter. Measurements were performed as a func-

tion of enantiomeric excess and of temperature in the In ® gure 5 we plot the ® tted values of c versus X using
all data points in each set. [For completeness, in ® gure 6SmA phase.

Figure 3 shows a typical set of results for enantio- we show the b̀are susceptibility’ xo versus X obtained
from the three parameter ® ts.] For enantiomeric excessesmeric excess X=0 1́7 of S-TFMHPOB. [The en-

antiomeric excess of the mixtures is de® ned as X < 0 6́ the exponent c clusters around 1 2́; it rises
sharply for concentrations X > 0 6́, where the transitionX ; ([S ] Õ [R]/([S]+[R]) , where [S] and [R] refer to

the mole fractions of the left- and right-handed enanti- is from SmA to SmC*
A. The scatter in c for the lower ee

range (0 < X < 0 6́ ) is consistent with the variation in comers of TFMHPOBC, respectively. Because of the
® nite quantities of materials used in the mixtures, all when using the range shrinking procedure. As there is

no clear variation in c with X for X < 0 6́, we shall takestated values of X have an uncertainty of Ô 0 0́2.
Moreover, each of the two optically p̀ure’ compounds its value to be its average, c= (1 2́0 Ô 0 0́5), at the

transition from the SmA phase to the SmC*
x phase.has a small amount (<3 per cent) of optical impurity,
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257Enantiomeric AFL C TFMHPOBC mixtures

Figure 6. Bare tilt susceptibility xo versus X, based uponFigure 4. Evolution of susceptibility exponent c for sample
three parameter ® t.X=0 1́7, as obtained by range shrinking. Tfinal- T*

corresponds to the closest approach to the apparent
divergence temperature T * in the ® tting procedure.

Figure 7. Bare tilt susceptibility xo versus X, based upon two
parameter ® t. To obtain xo , a value c=1 2́0 was
used, and the data at each concentration were ® tted
to two parameters, namely xo and T *.Figure 5. Critical susceptibility exponent c versus enantiom-

eric excess X of S-TFMHPOBC. For each point,
all data were used, corresponding to the smallest with X in the neighbourhood of X=0 1́7. On performing
value of Tf inal- T * (cf. ® gure 3 ).

repeated measurements on several cells and with
new mixtures, the dip was reproduced each time.
Additionally, we observed an apparent levelling out andUsing this ® xed value of c=1 2́0, we then re® tted the

data using a two parameter (xo , T *) ® t log x= perhaps a slight decrease in xo for X>0 4́. This behaviour
makes it clear that enantiomeric excess is an importantlog xo Õ c log t, and display xo in ® gure 7. We note that

the general appearance of xo versus X is not much parameter a� ecting the physical properties of the system.
Moreover, the nonmonotonic behaviour of xo with eedi� erent from that of the three parameter ® t in ® gure 6.

There are several features to note. First, the bare suscep- would seem to suggest that the lower temperature
SmC*

x phase(s) may not, in fact, be SmC*. In light oftibility does not vanish for the X=0 sample, as one
might expect for a racemic mixture. We believe that this these results, and as the susceptibility depends upon the

polarization P, we measured P versus both temperatureis most likely due to the uncertainty in ee, both from
the mixing procedure and the optical impurities of the and ee in the SmC*

x phase. The measurement was
performed using the Sawyer± Tower method with a trian-enantiomers. More interesting is the apparent dip in xo
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258 J.-F. Li et al.

gular potential [8]. In order to make a meaningful mean ® eld theory above the SmA± SmC* phase trans-
ition, the susceptibility x is equal to xPt/A, where t is acomparison of the data, we show in ® gure 8 the polariza-

tion versus X at temperature T=110 ß C. As T * through- coe� cient which couples the polarization P and polar
tilt angle h in the free energy term thP; xP is a generalizedout the concentration region 0 < X < 0 6́ is virtually

constant and equal to approximately 114ß C, the data in susceptibility coe� cient which appears in the free energy
term Dx Õ 1

P P2 ; and A =a ¾ (T Õ T *), where a ¾ is a constant® gure 8 represent the polarization PT at a ® xed value of
T * Õ T#4 ß C in the SmC*

x phase. Interestingly, the and T * is the physical transition temperature [9]. This
temperature, in principle, depends weakly on t. Belowpolarization shows an even larger dip (on a percentage

basis) than does xo around X=0 1́7, and shows a more the SmA± SmC* transition, one ® nds that the polariza-
tion P=xPth3xPtA1/2 . Thus, in mean ® eld theory themarked fall o� at higher concentrations than the xo data

as well. ratio x/P is expected to be proportional to A Õ 3/2 , so
that the role of t in this ratio is to shif t the tran-In ® gure 9 we show the ratio xo /PT versus X, where

xo is the values obtained from the two parameter ® ts sition temperature. In consequence neither x/P nor xo /PT

scales with t within the context of mean ® eld theory.shown in ® gure 7. Although there is signi® cant scatter
in the data, variations of this ratio with ee are consider- Experimentally we ® nd that, within error bars, the

quantity xo /PT is relatively ¯ at with enantiomer excessably less than the large variations in either xo or PT . In
[cf. ® gure 9]. This experimental result would imply that,
if the lower temperature phase were indeed SmC*, the
coe� cient A also must be nearly independent of enan-
tiomer excess. [We note that even the two apparently
anomalous points di� er from the average xo /PT by much
less than the maximum variations of either xo and PT

with enantiomer excess]. But individually xo and PT are
found to vary considerably with ee, and are even non-
monotonic (cf. ® gures 7 and 8) in ee. This behaviour is
inconsistent with t and the coe� cient A being nearly
independent of ee, and therefore it is clear that the lower
temperature phase is unlikely to be SmC*, or at least is
unlikely to be SmC* throughout the entire region
0 < X < 0 6́.

3. Discussion

Taken as a whole, the data raise two interesting
questions. First, what is the origin of the nonclassical

Figure 8. Polarization PT measured in an ordered phase at
susceptibility exponent c, and to what can we ascribe itsT - T *=Õ 4 0́ ß C versus X.
change in the neighbourhood of X=0 6́? We remark
that we had earlier noted signi® cant deviations from the
mean ® eld result c=1 in our initial experiments on the
enantiomer S-TFMHPOBC [10]. Second, what is the
origin of the nonmonotonic behaviour in xo and PT

with ee?
Interpretation of the critical exponents at the

SmA± SmC transition has often been controversial. In
the nonchiral material butoxybenzylidene heptylanaline
(4O 7́) mean-® eld behaviour was observed [11, 12],
whereas in another material, azoxy-4,4 ¾ -di-undecyl- a-
methylcinnamate (AMC-11), 3D X Y critical exponents
were found [13± 15]. The di� erence may be ascribed to
a material-dependent bare correlation length jo which
characterizes tilt ¯ uctuations. According to the Ginzburg
criterion [16], the temperature region D T around T *
in which asymptotic critical behaviour may be observed
varies as j Õ 6

o , and thus a large jo may preclude theFigure 9. The ratio of bare tilt susceptibility to polarization
versus X. observation of ¯ uctuation-dominated critical exponents
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259Enantiomeric AFL C TFMHPOBC mixtures

for a particular material. In the ® rst tilt susceptibility expect the exponent c to revert to its 3D X Y value near
X=0. Within error bars, the data in ® gure 5 seemsmeasurements of a ferroelectric liquid crystal, Garo�

and Meyer observed [9] the anomalous exponent c= marginally consistent with this possibility. Therefore, the
observed exponent data in the ee region 0 < X < 0 6́ may(1 1́1 Ô 0 0́6) in the material p-decyloxybenzylidene-p ¾ -

amino-2-methylbutylcinnamate (DOBAMBC), which be due in part to these chiral interactions, although
other e� ects are likely to play a signi® cant role as well.lies between the mean ® eld value of c=1 and the 3D

X Y value c=1 3́2. Beresnev, et al., conjectured that this In the region of large enantiomeric excess, where
0 6́<X < 1, we ® nd that the exponent c rises to approxi-result may be due to a temperature-driven coupling

between the molecular dipole and the optically polariz- mately 1 8́5. We note that in this region there is a
discontinuity between the NeeÂ l temperature TN and theable molecular core [17], a suggestion subsequently

con® rmed in an experiment involving combined electric supercooling limit T * of the SmA phase, varying con-
tinuously from near zero at X~0 6́ to TN Õ T *~1 1́ ß Cand magnetic ® elds [18].

We now examine possible explanations for our re- at X=1 [10]. Considering possible causes for this
unusually large exponent, we feel that short range anti-sults. Figure 5 shows a susceptibility exponent c=

(1 2́0 Ô 0 0́5) above the SmC*
x phase in the region ferroelectric order in the SmA phase is unlikely, as it

requires an order parameter with a large number of spin0 < X<0 6́, which increases substantially as X
approaches 1 above the SmC*

A phase in the region of components. To second order in e[ ; 4 Õ d, where d is
the dimension of the system], the isotropic n-vectorhigh enantiomeric excess. It’s unlikely that the value of

c in the region 0 < X<0 6́ represents a crossover from susceptibility exponent c is given by [24]
mean-® eld to critical. If that were the case one would
expect that the range shrinking procedure (see ® gure 4)

c=1+C n+2

2(n+8)De+C n+2

4(n+8)3D (n2+22n+52)e2 .
would have yielded a decreasing exponent (closer to the
mean-® eld value c=1) with increasing Tfinal , as the
® tting would involve less of the critical region near T *. To reach the observed values of c=1 7́± 1 9́ would require

in excess of ten spin components. This number is muchThis is clearly not the case, as ® gure 4 shows an increas-
ing trend in c with Tfinal . Recently Ema, et al. [19], larger than can be accounted for by the presence of

antiferroelectric ¯ uctuations in the SmA phase, whichperformed calorimetry measurements on MHPOBC at
the SmA± SmC* phase transition. Fitting their data to a are expected to behave as a four component spin. If

Fisher renormalization [25] were a factor, a smallcomplicated function, they concluded that the behaviour
exhibits a crossover from 3D X Y to tricritical behaviour. increase would be expected if the transition temperature

to a tilted phase depended on enantiomeric excess. AAgain, our data is inconsistent with this conclusion, as
range shrinking indicates an increasing exponent c fur- larger increase would be expected if the transition

between two tilted phases depended on ee, and if this isther from the transition. Another possible explanation
for the exponent involves molecular e� ects. As suggested associated with a non-classical multicritical point. While

the phase diagram does have a transition betweenby Beresnev, et al. [17], the exponent is nominally either
mean-® eld like or critical, but a temperature-dependent ordered phases (see below) with a concentration depend-

ent transition temperature, it is inconsistent with a non-coupling between the molecular dipole and the chromo-
phore near the transition results in a change in the classical multicritical point. The large values of c

observed in this concentration remain a mystery.e� ective exponent. This conjecture may ultimately be
tested using the techniques of reference [19], although We now turn to the nonmonotonic behaviour in

® gures 7 and 8. In a related material, 4-(1-tri¯ uoro-it is beyond the scope of the present work.
Another possibility is the presence of a chiral inter- methylhexyloxy-carbonyl )phenyl 4 ¾ -octylbiphenyl 4--

carboxylate (TFMHPOBC), Isozaki and coworkersaction term of the form discussed in references [20± 23].
Such a term is allowed in a chiral system. If it were found that, contrary to the case of MHPOBC, racemiz-

ation increases the complexity of the phase diagram, atsu� ciently large, it would result in a phase transition
from one ordered phase to another (as a function of least in the more optically pure region [26]. (Extant

models predict subsets of the observed phases [27 ± 29],enantiomeric excess), but would not greatly a� ect the
transition temperature at the order-disorder transition. but we know of no model which predicts the complete

set). Our optical and di� erential scanning calorimetryThe e� ect of this term on the observed exponents is
quite complex, as it can result in a large crossover region experiments to be published elsewhere [30] suggest that

the ordered SmC*
x phase in this region is not a singleof slowly varying exponents. Qualitatively, at least, this

behaviour is consistent with that observed in our range phase but has a number of di� erent subphases. Figure 2
shows a phase diagram obtained from optical measure-shrinking analysis. Additionally, this term cannot be

present in the racemic mixture, and we would therefore ments which indicates how the SmC*
x phase seems to be
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260 J.-F. Li et al.

subdivided into at least two phases. [Note that a di� erent (1) all ordered phases are either a SmC phase or a SmC
phase with intralayer modulation [20± 23], or (2) theoven was used for these measurements, with a systematic

depression of T * by approximately 1 ß C from the other apparent divergence we have observed is eventually cut
o� at a transition to another phase. Variation of themeasurements reported herein.] Dotted lines are used

to indicate transitions which are still in question. The polarization with ee could be explained by intralayer
modulation, although the Landau rules do not predictactual number of these subphases may be more than

two, although the data are equivocal. (We are not certain the variation in the bare susceptibility. A cut-o� could
be consistent with, for example, weak interlayer coupling,of the existence of region 3). One of these regions, most

likely region 2, may be SmC*. Thus, as a function of resulting in various antiferroelectric ordered phases.
Finally, we consider the role of the coupling t betweenconcentration the SmA phase may undergo a transition

into the SmC*
A phase, the SmC* phase, or other as yet the tilt and the polarization. The variation with ee of

the bare susceptibility and polarization, and the relativeunclassi® ed phases. We remark, however, that the suscep-
tibility above an antiferroelectric transition is not much constancy of their ratio, are consistent with a variation

in the coupling constant t. Although t does not play adi� erent from that at a ferroelectric transition, and
therefore it is unlikely that the existence of the phase role Ð at least within mean ® eld theoryÐ in the ratio

xo /PT versus X, it may be important for the polarizationboundaries alone (cf. ® gure 2 ) could explain the large
variations with X of xo and PT in ® gures 7 and 8. and susceptibility individually. A plausible scenario is

that the molecular conformations depend on the enanti-Moreover simple Landau± Ginzburg analysis does not
easily reconcile the observed phase behaviour with the omeric excess, especially as experimentally there is a

change from ferroelectric to antiferroelectric or ferrie-variation of the polarization or susceptibility. We now
consider two other possible scenarios: ® rst that there is lectric behaviour with X. This in turn is consistent with

di� ering angles between the pendant chains and thean unobserved periodicity in the disordered/smectic A
phase, and second that there is no such periodicity. rigid part of the molecule. For example, the two pendant

chains may switch from having roughly the same dihed-Suppose that there is a periodicity in the smectic A
phase longer than the layer spacingÐ in particular, that ral angle to having essentially opposite angles. As these

angles are thought to control the spontaneous polariza-alternate layers in the smectic A phase have di� erent
concentrations of R and S enantiomers. Then both the tion, it is plausible that there is a dependence of con-

formation with X, and that it a� ects the couplingSmC and SmCA order parameters would result in a
polarization. It would then be possible that these com- between tilt and polarization. Such a dependence could

be responsible for the nonmonotonic behaviour observedpeting order parameters, together with a change in the
enantiomer excess di� erence between layers, could pos- in ® gures 7 and 8.

This work was supported by the National Sciencesibly result in the observed behaviour. An important
consequence of this scenario is that an enantiomer Foundation under grant DMR-9502825 and by the

NSF’s Advanced Liquid Crystalline Optical Mater-segregation transition can be second order for low ee,
near the concentration X=0. However as enantiomeric ials Science and Technology Center under grant
segregation is impossible in an optically pure sample, DMR-8920147.
this second order transition must end at a tricritical or
critical end point for su� ciently large enantiomeric
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